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RESULTS SO FAR

SUBMITTED DELIVERABLES

- D2.2. Report on setting up of the BKH (all/LIT)
- D2.3 Web-based networking platform (EE)
- D2.4 Six new MoUs signed with new network members (EE)
- D2.5 Business plans for each BKH (locally)
RESULTS SO FAR

SUBMITTED DELIVERABLES

- D 3.1 A set of new/adopted training programmes
- D 3.2 Training programs for professional and pedagogic training of trainers
- D 3.3 Presentations and participants lists from TTT courses
- D 4.5 List of trained professionals
- D 5.3 Website – done. Local sites done
COMMUNICATION

- Website development: national pages
- National events
- Press releases and media events
- Newsletter
- Social media
Setting up BKH in Bulgaria

SETTING UP THE BKHS

- Cooperation agreement with UACEG close to completion, involving Department of Civil Engineering & Deputy Rector on R&D activities
- Design and construction of training and demo models in progress
- First demo model nearly finalized
The BKH in Czech Republic

SETTING UP THE BKHS

- In cooperation with ABF in the center of Prague
- Design and construction of training and demo models in progress
- Cooperation with other Construction Skills projects
- 3 TTT courses conducted
- Low demand for nZEB training
The BKH in Romania

SETTING UP THE BKHS

- Positioned in the premises of URBAN-INCERC in Bucharest
- Launching event conducted
- First demo models available in the BKH in Brasov
- TTT next February

www.train-to-nzef.com
The BKH in Turkey

SETTING UP THE BKHS

- Positioned in the premises of Ege University
- Trainers from the university
- Cooperation with the local industry
- Models (nearly) ready
- Issues with availability of specific equipment
The BKH in Ukraine

SETTING UP THE BKHS

- Positioned in the premises of Kyiv University of Architecture
- Trainers from the university and MDI
- Cooperation with the local industry
- BKH officially launched; first courses conducted
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